Picosecond photon echo experiments are used to examme the nature of the electronic states of interacting molecules in the mixed molecular crystal system, pentacene in p-terphenyl at 1.5 K. The onset of delocalization of the pentacene first singlet electronic excited state with increasing pentacene concentration is manifest in very fast photon echo decays. The concentration dependence of the echo decay rates accords with theoretical estimates.
Introduction
The nature of optically excited states of interacting molecules or atoms in solids has been a subject of great interest for many decades [l-3] . For pure crystals, it is well established that the eigenstates are collective, delocalized excitations of the crystal [3] . In the other limit, an extremely low concentration impurity has localized eigenstates whose properties are in part determined by non-resonant interactions with the environment provided by the host crystal [4-61. In between these two limits, in an impurity concentration range in which impurity intermolecular interactions are not negligible, the question of the proper description of the electronic eigenstates remains open [7] . In an idealized system in which the randomly distributed guest molecules (impurities) have identical site energies (no inhomogeneity), and there are no thermal fluctuations (absolute zero temperature) even small dipole-dipole intermolecular interactions among the guest molecules should result in delocalization. However, in real crystals, impurity absorption spectra display inhomogeneous broadening. The static inhomogeneity in guest site energies breaks the perfect degeneracy among the interacting molecules. In addition, at any finite temperature, fluctuations in molecular positions and orientations result in fluctuations in both site energies and in the magnitudes of the intermolecular interactions [8--l 11 . The question of delocalization depends on a complex interplay between the strengths of the intermolecular interactions which tend to delocalize an excitation and the static and dynamic variations in site energies and intermolecular interactions, which tend to localize an excitation.
In this paper we present a picosecond photon echo study of the states of interacting pentacene molecules randomly distributed in p-terphenyl host crystals. The pentacene molecules interact via a transition dipoletransition dipole interaction which has a l/r3 distance dependence. It has been theoretically demonstrated that for systems with intermolecular interactions that fall off as l/P or faster, an abrupt transition from localized to delocalized states should occur [ 121. However, for dipole-dipole interactions among pentacene molecules, a continuous transition should occur. As the concentration is increased from the low-concentration limit, the electronic transitions become delocalized over increasingly large regions of the crystal.
In the absence of inhomogeneous broadening, the delocalized states would form an impurity band that is observable through changes in the optical absorption lineshape. Howe&, in real systems, inhomogeneous broadening masks the lineshape changes. This has led a number of groups to theoretically consider the influence of delocalization on the photon echo observable. Warren for the photon echo decay in the absence of inhomogeneous broadening. Root and Skinner [7] (RS) also considered the zero inhomogeneous broadening case and obtained a more accurate result which is similar to the Warren and Zewail expression. Simultaneous with the Root and Skinner work, Loring, Andersen and Fayer [ 141 (LAF) considered the problem in a somewhat broader context. For the case of zero inhomogeneous broadening, LAF obtained a result identical to the RS calculation. The two groups used distinct theoretical approaches, adding support to the results of the calculations.
In the absence of inhomogeneous broadening, RS and LAF determined that the short-time behaviour of the photon echo goes as 1 -Ct, where C is a constant. This is the short-time expansion of an exponential which led to an expression for T2, the homogeneous dephasing,
where p is the molecules' transition dipole moment, a3 is the volume per molecule in the unit cell and f is the fraction of lattice sites occupied by impurity molecules.
LAF also included various models of inhomogeneous broadening in their calculations, i.e. they considered both diagonal and off-diagonal disorder. The inhomogeneous distribution of site energies was taken to be Gaussian. In one limit, LAF took the site energies and spatial positions of molecules to be uncorrelated. They also considered a simple model of correlated site energies and spatial positions. In all cases in which there is not perfect correlation, i.e. interacting molecules are not necessarily degenerate, the photon echo decays were calculated to be highly non-exponential. Therefore the decays cannot be described in terms of a single parameter, T2. The calculations with uncorrelated inhomogeneous broadening display a very fast initial drop in the photon echo intensity followed by a much slower decay. The extent of the initial fast drop is determined by the strength of the intermolecular interactions (concentration and transition dipole moment). The time regime of the crossover between the fast drop and the slower decay is determined by the width of the Gaussian inhomogeneous line. The theoretical calculations briefly described above provide a context in which to discuss the experimental 508 results presented below. None of the calculations include the effects of phonon induced fluctuations in site energies or intermolecular interactions. While the calculations are approximate, they serve a useful guide to the understanding of the experiments.
Experimental procedures
The theoretical calculations indicate that the fast decay of the photon echo intensity for a typical crystal will occur on an al00 ps timescale. In addition, theoretical considerations require the Rabi frequency (p'Et/fi) to be large compared to the frequency spread of the impurity band levels. Thus, short, high-power pulses are required.
To obtain the necessary pulses, with high repetition rate and good shot-to-shot reproducibility, required for these non-linear experiments, a new type of amplified picosecond laser system was employed (see fig.  1 ). A cw mode-locked Nd : YAG laser is used as the pump laser. The output consists of a stable (+2%) continuous stream of ~55 ps 1064 nm pulses separated by 12.4 ns. The average mode-locked power can be as high as 12 W TEMuu , but typically only 6 W was required. The 6 W output is focused onto a 5 mm long angle-tuned KTP doubling crystal, producing 400 mW of 40 ps, 5 nJ, 532 nm pulses (2.5 W of 532 nm has been obtained using the full 12 W of IR). This is used to pump a dye laser with an astigmatically compensated three-mirror folded optical cavity with a dye (Rhodamine 6G) jet. The tuning element used is a two-plate birefringent filter to achieve near transform limited pulses. The output of the dye laser consists of 70 mW, 1.75 ps pulses with a bandwidth of 3.5 A.
The -1 nJ dye pulses are amplified with the frequency doubled output of a cw-pumped, Q-switched and mode-locked Nd : YAG laser at a 2/3 kHz repetition rate. The amplifying pulses are synchronized to the dye pulses by mode-locking both Nd : YAG lasers with the same crystal oscillators (hence the cavity lengths of both lasers are matched). Two amplifying stages are used. A single 115 p J IR pulse is selected by a Pockels cell from the amplifying laser pulse train and is frequency doubled with a CD*A angle-tuned doubling crystal to produce a 60 PJ, 532 mn single pulse. The remaining 20 I.~J of undoubled Experimental photon echo apparatus. The single amplified dye laser pulse is split into two excitation pulses, which can be jndependen~y attenuated so that they can be accurately set to R and p/2 pulses. The n pulse is directed into a corner cube mounted on a motorized micrometer-driven translation stage. This allows up to 330 ps delay of the n pulse relative to the n/2 pulse. The translation stage itself sits on top of a motor-driven carriage on a precision optical rail, which allows up to 9 ns delay of the n pulse, without optical realignment. BS = beam splitter; VA = variable attenuator which consists of a polarizer-half-wave plate-polarizer sequence.
IR is separated from the green single pulse and passed through a second doubling crystal to produce ~5 # in a second green single pulse. These two green pulses are used to pump the two amplifying stages. The dye ampli~ers consist of flowing Brewster angle dye (5 X 10-4 M Rhodamine B) cells with 1 mm optical path lengths using a slightly non-collinear pump geometry. The amplification is non-linear, resulting in a broadening of the pulse duration by a factor of ~2. The amplified pulse is additionally isolated from the unamplified cw dye pulses using a Pockels cell (avalanche transistor driven) to give a >l O6 ratio of the single amplified pulse to the background pulses. The result is a very clean, single 4 ps, 2 pJ, 592 nm dye laser pulse at 2/3 kHz.
The single, amplified dye pulse is split into the z and rrj2 pulses (see fig. 1 ). The n pulse is delayed relative to the n/2 pulse using a double motorized delay line. A corner cube sits on top of a motor~ed micrometer driven translation stage which provides 330 ps delay. The motorized micrometer translation stage itself sits on top of a carriage on a precision optical rail which is motor driven to provide a 9 ns delay. This double delay line allows measurement of both very fast and slower decays without any optical realignment, The intensities of both pulses can be varied independently and were set to R and n/2 by maximizing the photon echo signal from a low-concentration crystal. The n/2 and n pulses are crossed at a small angle in the sample. The echo signal propagates in a unique direction, and it is spatially isolated from the excitation pulses. The photon echo signal is detected by a cooled photomultiplier tube and a lock-in amplifier and recorded by computer.
In order to have samples with relatively low optical density yet suf~ciently high concentration, it is necessary to have very thin crystals (1-10 pm). These thin, mixed molecular crystals were obtained by cosublimation of pentacene with p-terphenyl. Typical crystals are a.5 pm thick with a concentration of ~10~~ mole PC/mole PTP. The crystals were weighed on a microgram balance, and their area estimated using a microscope. From the density of p-terphenyl, the average thickness of the sample is determined. Since the concentration of pentacene in these samples is not macroscopically uniform, it is necessary to measure the concentration on the particular spot where the echo data are taken. The concentration of PC in the crystals is determined from the peak optical density, the fwhm of the absorption line, the sample thickness and the dipole moment of the Su + S1 pentacene transition. ponential. It can be approximately represented by the sum of two exponentials with decay times Tf = 16 ps, and 7, = 330 ps (f E fast and s c slow). The low-concentration crystal gives a single exponential decay with decay time 71c = 4.5 ns. The low-and highconcentration decay curves were taken under identical experimental conditions. These data sets are typical of the dramatic differences observed in the photon echo decays as a function of concentration.
3, Results and discussion
To ensure that delocalization is responsible for the fast high-concentration decays, two points must be addressed: optical density effects and population relaxation. It is well documented that in the lowconcentration limit, samples with high optical density can yield anomalously fast decays [ 161. At the temperature of these experiments, low concentration pentacene inp-terphenyl has T2 = 2 T1 [9]. For the 0, , 0, transition T2 = 44 ns [9] and the echo signal decays with a decay time T2/4 = 11 ns in optically thin samples or under very low power excitation conditions. In optically thick samples, optical pulse propagation effects (self-induced transparency effects) depend on the separation in time between the first pulse, the second pulse and the echo pulse [ 161. Under high-power excitation conditions, this results in decays at low temperature and low concentration which are faster than 11 ns. In fig. 2 , the high-and low-concentration crystals have optical densities of 0.35 and 0.48, respectively. The optical density effect results in 71c = 4.5 ns which is approximately a factor of 2 faster than expected from T1. This behaviour is consistent with previous experiments [ 161. However, the high-concentration crystal, which has a somewhat lower OD than the low-concentration crystal, displays much faster decays. Both Tf and 7s are much shorter than TV. We compared a wide variety of crystals of high and low concentration with approximately the same ODs, and in each case the high-concentration crystals displayed dramatically faster, non-exponential decays. Additional results presented below demonstrate that the decays are strongly dependent on concentration for fmed OD. Therefore, optical density effects are not responsible for the very fast concentration dependent echo decays observed in these experiments.
The experiments involve a very high degree of excitation (n/2 and 'II pulses) of a collection of interacting molecules. Under these conditions, it is possible for singlet-singlet annihilation to contribute to population relaxation, i.e. two excitations of the system combine to yield a ground state and an excitation of the system at twice the S, + S, transition energy. This would produce a non-exponential population decay which is faster than the Tl measured in a low-concentration experiment. The inset in fig. 2a displays the results of a pump-probe experiment. The pump pulse is a n/2 pulse to duplicate the initial excitation conditions used in the photon echo experiments. A weak probe pulse is employed. Although the signalto-noise ratio is not good, the decay is 20 ? 3 ns, which is within experimental error of T1. Therefore the fast echo decays do not arise from fast population annihilation or other changes in T1. The fast decays are due to pure dephasing resulting from the concentration dependent delocalization of the excitations. Fig. 3 displays calculated echo decays for various models of inhomogeneous broadening [ 141. Curve A is for a situation in which the inhomogeneous broadening is a Gaussian distribution of excitation energies, and the spatial positions and transition frequencies of molecules are uncorrelated. Curve E is a calculation for a system which is locally homogeneous, i.e mole- The homogeneous fwhm is taken to be 1.3 cm-l, the concentration is 1.2 X lo4 mole PC/mole PTP, and the pulse areas are assumed to be n and n/2. Curve A corresponds to the situation in which inhomogeneous broadening is a Gaussian distribution of excitation energies, with the spatial positions and transition frequencies of molecules uncorrelated. Curve E corresponds to a system which is locally homogeneous. Curves B, C, and D are for intermediate cases which include varying degrees of correlation between spatial position and transition frequency.
cules which are spatially close together are degenerate. This is the case of complete correlation and results in interacting molecules being degenerate. The other curves are for various degrees of correlation between spatial position and energy. It is clear from this figure that the nature of the local inhomogeneous broadening can have a dramatic influence on the functional form of the time-dependent echo decays. Curve E in fig. 3 is an exponential decay with T2 given by eq. (1). Curve A is highly non-exponential. Notice that all curves have the same initial slope, which is determined by eq. (1). The concentration-dependent echo decay curves, such as the one displayed in fig. 2a , qualitatively have the appearance of curve A in fig. 3 . There is a fast initial drop followed by a much slower decay. However, quantitative comparison between theory and experiment (discussed further below) demonstrates that the fast component, represented by Tf, is approximately two orders of magnitude too fast for any reasonable choice of parameters. The LAF theoretical study used a scaling argument to demonstrate that the theoretical treatment of their model is accurate at short time. However the theoretical model does not include the influence of phonons on the system of delocalized states. Scattering among the closely spaced delocalized levels could result in an increased rate of dephasing.
If phonon induced dephasing is responsible for the rapid dephasing at the experimental temperature, 1.5 K, then the photon echo decays should display a very steep temperature dependence. A preliminary study between 1.5 and 2.15 K revealed no change in the echo decays. While this is a small change in T, it is a 40% increase in kT. If temperature effects at 1.5 K were responsible for a two order of magnitude increase in echo decay rate, the 40% increase in T would produce large changes in the signal. Therefore, phonon effects can be ruled out as the cause of the very fast Tf.
The above considerations lead us to propose that the fast component (Tf) is not part of the delocalized state photon echo decay. In all samples, it has a time dependence which is similar to the free induction decay (FID) time, i.e. =20 ps. The free induction decay signal from each beam propagates in the direction of that beam. However, self-diffraction produces a signal in the same direction as the photon echo signal. Selfdiffraction is responsible for the "coherence artifacts" encountered in pump-probe experiments. Because of very fast dephasing in a typical room temperature solution experiment, the self-diffraction signal is generally faster than the laser pulses. However, in the systems studied here at low temperature with narrow inhomogeneous lines, self-diffraction could arise from the interaction of the long-lived polarization produced by the first pulse with the second pulse, to form a grating [ 171. The residual polarization from the first pulse then diffracts from the grating to give a signal in the echo direction. This self-diffraction will decay on the FID timescale rather than on the timescale of the pulse duration. The very thin crystals used in these experiments will enhance the component of the self-diffraction which propagates in the echo direction.
In light of the above discussions, we will consider the true delocalized state photon echo decay to be the slow component described by the decay time rs. Fig. 4 displays the slow component decays for three crystals with various concentrations. In each case the decay is exponential. As the concentration increases, the decay rate increases. Table 1 lists the crystal concentrations, the ODs of the crystals, the decay times measured in these experiments, and the decay times calculated using eq. (1) without adjustable parameters. In eq. (1) I-( = 1 D and a3 = 3.0 X 1O-22 cm3. The agreement between theory and experiment is quite good, particularly in light of the fact that the theory is for a continuum model and that there are experimental uncertainties in both p and the concentration fl. Notice that the three crystals have approximately the same ODs, again demonstrating that op- 
Concluding remarks
In this paper we have presented experimental observations of the onset of electronic excitation delocalization among a collection of interacting impurity molecules randomly distributed in a host crystal. Optical density effects, population relaxation, and phonon induced dephasing were ruled out as the causes of the fast photon echo decays. It is suggested that the shorttime behaviour of the decay is due to self-diffraction involving the polarization induced by the pulses. This polarization, and therefore the self-diffraction, decays on the timescale of the free induction decay.
The electronic excitation delocalization is manifest in the exponential decay of the photon echo signal. The concentration dependent decay times are consistent with theoretical calculations which do not require adjustable parameters. They support a model in which the samples are locally homogeneous, i.e. the interacting molecules (molecules in close proximity to each other) are degenerate. The fast echo decay times (pure dephasing rates) in these samples arise because of the basis nature of the system of delocalized states. Under high-power excitation conditions (large Rabi frequency) used in the photon echo experiments, the dense set of singly excited states are coupled to multiply excited states by the radiation field. The multiple coherences induced in the system of states dephase and produce the rapid echo decays. Thus the photon echo experiment is a direct probe of the nature of the electronic states and the onset and extent of excitation delocalization.
